Period Lighting

TOWN OF NAHANT - MASTER PLAN OPINION SURVEY

WOULD YOU SUPPORT THE INSTALLATION OF DISTINCTIVE PERIOD LIGHTING (SUCH AS REPRODUCTION LANTERNS) ALONG NAHANT ROAD?

ADD FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

002 OUTER PARAMETER OF TOWN-MAIN RD-SPRING-WILLOW RD.
004 ALONG NAHANT ROAD AT THE CENTER OF ACTIVITIES!
006 NAHANT RD, OTHER MAIN ROADS.
009 TOWN WHARF, RELAY YARD.
015 UNDERGROUND LINES ARE NEEDED IN CLOSE HOUSING AREAS.
016 WILSON RD, LITTLE NAHANT RD.
018 DEPENDS ON COST/BENEFIT.
023 FROM LYNN TO FORTY STEPS - IT WOULD BE BEAUTIFUL.
025 WILLOW/CLIFF
030 CASTLE ROAD.
034 A PATHWAY THAT TOOK VISITORS TOTALLY 'AROUND TOWN & BACK' (FROM-TO CAUSEWAY).
045 NO INCREASE IN TAX RATE!
046 UNNECESSARY - BAND AID ON THE PROBLEM.
050 AS LONG AS TAX PAYERS WOULD INCURE NO EXPENSE.
053 GREAT IDEA ON THE LAMPS.
068 IF ANYWHERE THEN EVERYWHERE.
070 IT WOULD BE NICE, BUT IN THIS DAY AND AGE IT WOULD ONLY PROMOTE MORE VANDALISM.
071 WHARF
072 WILLOW RD, CLIFF ST.
088 WILLOW RD
097 ALL OVER.
099 IT IS FINE RIGHT NOW.
104 ALONG TUDOR BEACH OR WHARF AREA.
106 AGAIN, THIS IS DESIRABLE BUT ENERGY EFFICIENCY & SUSTAINABLE ENERGY PROJECTS MORE IMPORTANT.
110 GAS LIGHTS WERE REMOVED CIRCA 1950.
112 SILLY USE OF TOWN FUNDS.
115 ALONG SOME OF THE SIDE STREETS!
117 POND ST.
120 CAUSEWAY
122 DEFINITELY.
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124 HOW ABOUT WILLOW RD, WATERFRONT AREA?
125 ALONG BEACHES – WHarf AREA – BACK TO PAST HISTORIC LOOK.
128 WILSON ROAD
132 ALTER THE LIGHT SPILL FROM THE TENNIS COURTS & PLATFORM TENNIS AT THE COUNTRY CLUB.
136 WILSON-LITTLE NAHANT RD. ONLY MAIN RD IN LITTLE NAHANT.
144 WHarf.
153 DEPENDS ON COST.
154 CASTLE ROAD & FLASH ROAD.
156 LITTLE NAHANT, WILSON RD.
158 POSSIBLY ALSO CASTLE, BASS POINT RD, FLASH, SPRING, WILLOW, CLIFF.
166 WHarf
168 NAHANT RD.
187 COMMERCIAL AREAS INCLUDING P.O.
188 ALL OR NONE.
191 YES, IF IT REPLACES UGLY STREET LIGHTS. NO, IF IT ADDS MORE LIGHT (POLLUTION) DO NOT ADD MORE LIGHT AT NIGHT!
192 MAYBE BASS POINT.
194 EAST POINT AREA / CLIFF ST / SWALLOW CAVE RD.
205 COSTLY MAINTAINANCE.
211 WASTE OF MONEY!
217 RELAY YARD & RANGE RD.
221 STRONGLY! ALSO ALONG THE CAUSEWAY. IT LOOKS VERY SLOPPY COMING INTO NAHANT.
223 ALL AREAS OF TOWN – # APPEAL.
224 EVERY WHERE.
227 NO NEED TO BE DISNEY LAND, JUST INSTALL BEAUTIFUL LIGHTING.
244 SWALLOW COVE, CLIFF, WILLOW, VALLEY, NEW CEMETARY.
251 I THINK IT IS A SHAME THAT THE ROTARY COMING INTO NAHANT AS WELL AS THE PLANTED AREA BY DUNKIN DONUTS ARE SO UNATTRACTIVE, COMPARED TO THE BEAUTIFUL PLANTINGS ON THE SHORE DRIVE IN SWAMPSCOTT AND LYN*
254 THIS WILL NEVER BE COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG!
260 MAIN STREETS THRU LITTLE NAHANT (LITTLE NAHANT RD-WILSON)
265 WILLOW/CLIFF/VERNON
267 LITTLE NAHANT ROAD.
268 THROUGHOUT TOWN ON OVER A PERIOD OF TIME SO AS TO CONTROL ANNUAL COST.
271 WALKWAY ALONG BEACH SAY FROM MAJORAM PARK TO VALLEY RD.
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272 DEPENDING ON COST.
275 IT WOULD BE NICE TO HAVE ALL POWER LINES UNDERGROUND.
277 WHY STOP AT NAHANT ROAD?
285 WILLOW RD, SPRING RD, CASTLE RD TO FLASH RD.
289 GIVE ENOUGH LIGHT—LIGHTING CURRENTLY IS BAD WHY MAKE IT WORSE.
299 NAHANT COUNTRY CLUB!
300 ALONG BASS POINT RD.
301 IF COST # BE COVERED BY ENERGY COMPANY, I.E. WOULD GAS COMPANY
SUPPLY/INSTALL NEW GAS LIGHTS? WOULD ELEC COMPANY INSTALL NEW ELEC LIGHTS IF TOWN
CONSIDERED 'FREE GAS' LIGHTS? (SOME BARGAINING NEEDED.)
309 CASTLE ROAD, EAST POINT.
316 TOWN WHARF, TOWN ENTRANCE.
325 BUT PLEASE HAVE THE BUSINESSES ALONG NAHANT RD. CLEAN, MAINTAIN, AND
BEAUTIFY THEIR AREA - NO GRAFITTI, BROKEN AWNINGS. HOW ABOUT FLOWER BARRELS
AND/OR WINDOW TREATMENTS LIKE CAPTAIN'S.
328 LOVELY, BUT NOT W/TAX DOLLARS.
331 REDO THE CAUSEWAY FOR GOD'S SAKES.
341 BASS POINT RD.
348 WILLOW RD, MARGINAL RD, BASS POINT ROAD, ALL WATERFRONT ROADS.
352 RIDICULOUS!
354 WHAT A WASTE OF MONEY!
355 CASTLE ROAD, CLIFF ST & VERNON ST.
361 WHARF AREA.
372 TUDOR BEACH AREA.
374 CASTLE ROAD.
375 I LIKE THE IDEA A LOT BUT THE SCHOOL NEEDS TEACHERS MORE THAN NAHANT RD
NEEDS PERIOD LIGHTS.
376 AS MANY AS POSSIBLE.
377 ONLY IF MONEY IS AVAILABLE & IT DOESN'T POSE AN ADDITIONAL BURDEN ON THE
CURRENT RESIDENT TAX PAYER.
379 TUDOR BEACH, TOWN WHARF AREA.
389 ENTRANCE TO TOWN!
393 ONLY IN SCENIC AREAS, THEY'RE NOT NECESSARY ON BACK SIDE STREETS.
399 GREAT! BEGIN W/ALL MAIN ROADS THROUGH/AROUND TOWN.
411 CASTLE RD - WILLOW RD - WILSON RD & LITTLE NAHANT RD.